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The Species of Middle American Birds. Eugene Eisenmann 1955 Transactions 7 128 pp. $4 80 List of species 
recorded, Mexico to Panama inc/us/re, with suggested English names, outline of distribution, annotated bibliography 

Developmentof Behavior in Precociai Birds. Margaret Morse Nice 1962 Transactions 8 211 pp $4 80 Classic study of 
behavior development in animals with emphasis on representative preooclaJ birds 

Colonial Waterbird Group: Second Annual Meeting: invited Papers. 1980 Transactions 9 158 pp $12 Ten papers on 
habitats, distribution and ecology of seabirds, colony-site trends, coastal surveys and censuslng methOdSr effects of 
toxic pollutants by W R P Bourne, R G B Brown, W H Drury, I C T Nisbet et al 

Proceedin9s 71. 1958-1970. 219 pp $7 20 Includes Supplement to Birds of New York Area by John Bull, Supplement to 
B•rds of Central and Prospect Parks by Geoffrey Carletonr four papers on the Common and Roseate terns of Great Gull 
Island by Helen Hays, L H Hellbrun, C. Pesslno D Cooper 

Proceedings 72. 1970-74. 130 pp $8 40. Includes lout papers on Common and Least terns by M E Davis, D B Ford 
M Gochfeld, B W. Massey, R G Wolk 

Proceedings 73. 1974-1977. 108 pp $7 20 Includes papers on breeding populations of terns and skimmers on Long 
Island Sound and eastern Long Island, gull/tern interactions, and waterbirds of Jerome Park Reservoir by D Duffy, 
P Houde, W Sedwitz 

The Birds of Great Gull islerid 1966-1972. David Duffy and Catherine LaFarge 44 pp $2 40 Includes brief history of 
island and its bird life, with banding data and bibliography illustrated 

ALL SEVEN PUBLICATIONS BARGAIN RATE; $42, PIlE-PAID. 

TO Order send check or money order payable to The Linnaean Society of New York Prices include postage and handling 
Send orders to. Secretary, Linnaean Society of New York, 15 West 77th Street, New York, New York 10024 

Clip this coupon and send it, together with a check payable to: 
Editera Dalgas-Ecoltec Ltda. 01416- Rua da ConsolaCe, 3095- S•o Paulo- SP- Brasil, to receive your copy by mail. 

u Deluxe Edition for libraries- USS 49.95 u Special Editien fer field research- USS 29.95 
Please add USS 8.50 fer air shipment. 
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How many years would it take to replace your collection ? 

Safe-guard your valuable specimens 
PERMANENT SPECIMEN PRESERVATION 

with • 
• ZOOLOGY AND ORNITHOLOGY 

SPECIMEN CABINETS 

,est. Proof and 
Air Tight Seal 

ß Double Wall Construction 
ß Pest-Proof and Air Tight Seal 

ß Double Panel Door 

ß Lift-Off Safe Type Hinge 
ß Fumigant Compartment 

ß 3-Point Locking Mechanism 
ß Front and Back Air Tight Seals 

ß Specimen Trays of Aluminum 
and Masonite. Lightweight, 
sturdy and easy to handle. 

FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE, WRITE 

SCIENCE EQUIPMENT CO. 
225 WEST 34 TM Street New York, NY 10122 

Fumigant 
Compartment 

Skin Case •201 (illustrated) 
Holds large trays for larger specimens. 

Skin Case • 202 (not illustrated) 
Divided for half-size trays for smaller specimens. 

Lane Science Equipment Co. Dept. D 
225 WEST 34 th Street, New York, NY 10122 

Please send complete details on Lane Zoology and Ornithol- 
ogy Specimen Cabinets to: 

Name. .Title 

Institution 

Address 

City Zone State 



STUDIES IN AVIAN BIOLOGY 

A Publication of the Cooper Ornithological Society 

STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION OF ALASKA BIRDS. By BRINA KESSEI- and DANIEI• D. GIBSON. 

November 1978. 1OO pp. SAB No. 1. Brings up to date the knowledge of distribution and occurrence 
of birds of Alaska, based on published and unpublished records since Gabrielson and Lincoln's The 
Birds of Alaska, 1959 ............................................ $9.00 

SHOREBIRDS IN MARINE ENVIRONMENTS. Edited By FRANK A. PITEI-KA. June 1979, 261 
SAB No. 2. A collection of 25 papers by 39 authors, resulting from a 1979 symposium sponsored 
by the Pacific Seabird Group. Research reported focuses on the Pacific Coast, from Alaska to California 
but with reports from Peru, Costa Rica, England, and the northeastern American coast. The papers are 
divided into two sections, each with a summary: Distribution, Migration, and Conservation (15) and 
Ecology (9) ........................................... OUT OF PRINT 

BIRD COMMUNITY DYNAMICS IN A PONDEROSA PINE FOREST, By ROBERT C. SZARO and 

RUSSEI•L P. BAI-DA. October 1979, 66 pp. SAB No. 3. Analysis of breeding bird communities on 
clear cut, uniform cut, silviculturally cut, and control plots in the Coconino National Forest near 
Flagstaff, Arizona, during three years of study ............................. $6.50 

THE AVIFAUNA OF THE SOUTH FARALLON ISLANDS, CALIFORNIA. By DAVID F. DeSANTE 
and DAVID G. AINI_EY. April 1980. 104 pp. SAB No. 4. Based over 11 years of daily observations 
by Point Reyes Bird Observatory personnel, this work summarizes all known data for the 346 species 
of birds occurring on or around the islands; 223 are freshwater or terrestrial forms, for a landmass of 
0.41 km2, 32 km from the northern California coast ......................... $10.00 

ANNUAL VARIATION OF DAILY ENERGY EXPENDITURE BY THE BLACK-BILLED MAGPIE: A 
STUDY OF THERMAL AND BEHAVIOR ENERGETICS. By JOHN N. MUGAAS and JAMES R. 
KING. May 1981. 78 pp. STUDIES iN AVIAN BIOLOGY NO. 5. This analysis of energy expenditure 
by the Black-billed Magpie through one annual cycle in eastern Washington is the result of integrated 
field and laboratory study. Principal topics considered include the thermal environment and its in- 
fluence on the biology of the magpie and energy budgeting in the annual cycle, followed by a dis- 
cussion of these in relation to other aspects of the ecology and behavior of the species and a comparison 
with other species .............................................. $8.00 

ESTIMATING NUMBERS OF TERRESTRIAL BIRDS. Edited By C. JOHN RALPH and J. MICHAEL 
SCOTT. October 1981. 630 pp. STUDIES IN AVIAN BIOLOGY NO. 6. This publication of the 
proceedings of a symposium held in October 19B0 features more than 100 original contributions 
by participants from a number of countries. Included are a reader's guide, introductions and summaries 
to each of the several sections, and a comprehensive bibliography ................. $20.00 

Prices above include postage and handling. PREPAYMENT IS REQUIRED. 
Please make checks payable to: Cooper Ornithological Society in U.S. DOLLARS ONLY. 

Your check is your receipt. 

Cooper Ornithological Society 
P.O. Box 368 

Lawrence, KS 66044 U.S.A. 



Birds of The Netherlands Antilles 
296 pages ß 27 colour plates ß 200 x 130 mm 
ISBN 906011.157.5 

PriceDfl. 39,50 NAfl. 32,50 œ11.75 

Prof. Dr. K. H. Voous 
BIRDS OF THE 
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES 

ISBN 906011.157.5 

'Birds of the Netherlands Antilles' is a 
completely rewritten English version of 
'De Vogels van de Nederlandse Antilien' 
published in 1955 and since long sold out 
and difficult to obtain second-hand. 

Whereas the first edition was primarily 
intended for use in the Netherlands 

Antilles and therefore was mainly written 
in Dutch, the present edition is meant for 
a wider circle of interest, including 
ornithologists and bird watchers from 
North and South America. Apart from 
73 species of local breeding birds, the 
occurrence of 113 North American and 44 
South American migrants and stragglers is 
described. Some of the last named come 
from as far north as arctic Canada and as 
far south as Argentina. The llfe of these 
birds under the tropical conditions of the 
Caribbean may be very different from that 
on their distant breeding grounds. 

'Birds of the Netherlands Antilles' is 
actually a new book. It not only covers 
many more species than were known from 
the islands thirty years ago (252 instead of 
147 species), but it also gives more details 
on occurrence, food and breeding habits. 
The book is no longer primarily intended 
to be a mere field guide, but is rather 
more a handbook in miniature of the birds 
of the Netherlands Antilles. In view of the 
great faunistic differences between the 
South Caribbean group of islands and the 
more northern Windward group, the book 
is divided in two parts, one dealing with 
the birds of Aruba, Curaqao and Bonaire 
(236 species) and another describing the 
birds of St. Martin, Saba and St. Eustatius 
(122 species). 
The original paintings for the colour plates 
in the first edition by the Dutch artist 
H. J. Slijper were again available. Together 
with five new ones made by the same 
artist, there are now 21 plates in full 
colour and 6 plain ones, depicting 145 of 
the 252 species described, among which 
are 35 not illustrated in current North 

American field guides. 

About the Author 

Professor Dr. K. H. Voous is a Dutch 

ornithologist of international reputation. His 
name is well known as the author of 'The Atlas 

of European Birds' (1960, also published in 
Dutch and German), the 'List of Recent 
Holarctic Bird Species' (1973, 1977) and of 
numerous publications in scientific journals such 
as 'Ardea' and 'Limosa', journals of the 
Netherlands Ornithological Union. 
Karel Hendrik Voous was born in 1920 and 

received (27 years old) his doctors degree (with 
honours) from the University of Amsterdam on 
the thesis 'On the history of the distribution of 
the genus Dendrocopos'. Eight years later he was 
professor, still at Amsterdam. Alongside his 
curatorial work at the Zoological Museum of the 
University of Amsterdam and his educational 
task at the Free University, he was and still is 
active in many scientific organisations. He was 
secretary of the Netherlands Ornithological 
Society (1947-1957), chairman of the 
Netherlands Committee for the European 
Nature Conservation Year I970 (1967-1970), 
secretary-general of the 15th international 
Ornithological Congress at The Hague, 
Netherlands (1970), chairman of the Committee 
for the Netherlands Avifauna (1957-I982), 
chairman of the Standing Committee for the 
Coordination of Seabird Research (I966-1982), 
member of the Standing Committee for 
Ornithological Nomenclature (since 1966), 
member of the World Working Group on Birds 
of Prey and Owls of the International Council 
for Bird Preservation (since 1976). 
Furthermore he is adviser to Prince Bernhard in 

his function as president of the Netherlands 
branch of the World wildlife Fund. 
He is officer in the Order of the Golden Ark 

(1981) and received the Golden Medal of the 
British Ornithologists' Union (1975), the first 
and up till now only person outside the 
Commonwealth to do so. He is an honorary or 
corresponding member of eleven scientific and 
ornithological societies, including honorary 
fellowship of the American Ornithologists' 
Union. 

About the Artist 

Henk J. Slijper (born 1922) is one of the most 
gifted of contemporary Dutch bird painters. He 
is a master of widely varying techniques, from 
making the finest of children's miniature 
portraits to painting large murals. He is an 
expert in the meticulous technique of Old Dutch 
masters. He has illustrated numerous books 
devoted to nature and birds and has made wall 
charts of common Dutch birds which have 

enjoyed great popularity. 

Please order from your bookseller or direct to 
DE WALBURG PERS, P.O.B. 222, 7200 AE Zutphen, The Netherlands 



THE AUK A Quarterly Journal of Ornithology 
PUBLISHED BY THE AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION 

Editor: JOHN A. WIENS, Department of Biology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 
New Mexico 87131 

Copy Editor: JEAN FERNER 
Editorial Board: WALTER BOCK, JAMES R. KING, HELMUT C. MUELLER, RICHARD L. ZUSI 

Associate Editors: HERBERT W. KALE, II (Periodical Literature), WILtaAM E. SOUTHERN (Book 
Reviews) 

THE AUK welcomes original reports dealing with the biology of birds, emphasizing the docu- 
mentation, analysis, and interpretation of laboratory and field studies, theoretical or methodological 
developments, or reviews of existing information or ideas. Contributions are welcomed from 
throughout the world, but must be written in English. 

SUGGESTIONS TO CONTRIBUTORS. Submit the typewritten original and two copies of the 
text, tables, and all other material to the editor. Three copies of illustrations should be submitted. 
All typewritten material must be double-spaced on one side of numbered 8• X 11 inch (21• X 28 cm) 
good quality bond paper, with at least 1 inch (2• cm) margins. Originals typed on erasable, light 
weight, or mimeo bond will not be considered, but copies may be clear reproductions. Number 
pages through the Literature Cited. Avoid footnotes. The style of manuscripts should conform to 
general usage in recent issues. A cover page should contain the full title, a shortened version of 
the title (not to exceed 35 characters in length) for use as a running head, and your address at the 
time the research was conducted. Your present address, if different, should be given at the bottom 
of the first text page. The cover page should include the name and full address of the individual 
to whom proof is to be sent. 

Each article should be preceded by an Abstract not exceeding 5% of the length of the paper. The 
Abstract should recapitulate the findings of the paper, not describe the work done. Acknowledg- 
ments should follow the text and precede the Literature Cited. Scientific and English names of 
birds always should be given where first mentioned in the text, and should follow the A.O.U. 
Check-list of North American Birds and supplements or the appropriate equivalent unless depar- 
tures are explained and defended. SI metric units should be used in all measurements. In general, 
abbreviations of statistical terms and mensural units should conform with the Council of Biology 
Editors (CBE) Style Manual, 4th ed. Use the 24-hour dock (0800 and 2030) and "continental" dating 
(1 July 1971). 

Tables, which must not duplicate material in either the text or illustrations, are typewritten 
(double-spaced throughout!) separately from the text. Each table should contain a short but com- 
plete heading, and must not contain vertical rulings. Illustrations (including labels of coordinates) 
should be on 8• X 11 inch (21• X 28 cm) sheets, and must be mailed flat. The name of the author 
and the figure number should be penciled on the back of each figure. Legends should be typed 
consecutively (double-spaced) on a separate page. Drawings should be drafted with undiluted india 
ink, and be large enough to permit • to • reduction to the size that they will appear in print. 
Graphs may be drafted on coordinate paper ruled with light blue lines; do not use coordinate paper 
ruled with green lines. Use mechanical lettering, pressure transfer letters, or calligraphy; typewrit- 
ten lettering is not acceptable. Lettering should be large enough to be easily readable after 50% 
reduction of the figure, but not overly large. Lettering style should be uniform among all figures 
for a manuscript, as should the size of lettering following reduction. Photographs should be glossy 
prints of good contrast and sharpness, and should be approximately the same size as they will 
appear in print. Letters and arrows on photographs are best applied by pressure-sensitive materials. 
The Auk is published in a double-column format; give careful attention to designing your tables 
and illustrations accordingly. 

Literature citations for all manuscripts are listed (double-spaced!) in a Literature Cited section 
following the text and Acknowledgments. Text citations should include author and year (e.g. 
Darwin 1858), or, if more than two authors are involved, the first author and year (Jones et al. 
1947). If critical matter is cited or quoted directly from longer works, indicate the pertinent pages 
(e.g. MacArthur 1972: 204). Citations of two or more works on the same topic should be cited in 
chronological order (e.g. Meanley 1971, Dyer 1975). For abbreviations and forms of titles of serial 
publications, follow the BIOSIS List of Serials. Consult recent issues of The Auk and the CBE Style 
Manual for additional details. 

A more detailed set of instructions for contributors appeared in the Auk, Vol. 99, No. 1 (Jan- 
uary 1982), copies of which are available from the Editor. 



ORNITHOLOGICAL MONOGRAPHS 

Order from Frank R. Moore, Assistant to the Treasurer A.O.U., Department of Biology, Uni- 
versity of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi 39406. All orders must be prepaid and 
include a $0.50 handling charge. Prices to AOU members are given in parentheses. 

No. 2. A Comparative Study of Some Social Communication Patterns in the Pelecaniformes, by Gerard Fred- 
erick van Tets. 1965. $3.50 ($2.50). 

No. 3. The Birds of Kentucky, by Robert M. Mengel. 1965. $15.00 ($12.50). 

No. 6. Adaptations for Locomotion and Feeding in the Anhinga and the Double-crested Cormorant, by Oscar 
T. Owre. 1967. $6.00 ($4.50). 

No. 7. A Distributional Survey of the Birds of Honduras, by Burr L. Monroe, Jr. 1968. $14.00 ($11.00). 

No. 10. The Behavior of Spotted Antbirds, by Edwin O. Willis. 1972. $9.00 ($7.50). 
No. 11. Behavior, Mimetlc Songs and Song Dialects, and Relationships of the Parasitic Indigobirds (Vidua) of 
Afrlca• by Robert B. Payne. 1973. $12.50 ($10.00). 

No. 12. !ntra-island Variation in the Mascarene •Vhite-eye Zestcrops borbonica, by Frank B. Gill. 1973. $3.50 
($2.50). 

No. 13. Evolutionary Trends in the NeotropicaI Ovenbirds and •Voodhewers, by Alan Feducci•. 1973. $3.50 
($2.50). 

NO. 14. A Symposium on the House Sparrow (Passer domesticus) and European Tree Sparrow (P. montanus) 
in North America, edited by S. Charles Kendeigh. 1973. $6.00 ($4.50). 

No. 15. Functional Anatomy and Adaptive Evolution of the Feeding Apparatus in the Hawaiian Honeycreeper 
Genus Loxops (Drepanididae), by Lawrence P. Richards and Walter J. Beck. 1973. $9.00 ($7.50). 
No. 16. The Red-tailed Troplcbird on Kure Atoll, by Robert R. Fleet. 1974. $5.50 ($4.50). 

No. 17. Comparative Behavior og the American A vocet and the Black-necked Stilt (Recurvirostridae), by Robert 
Bruce Hamilton. 1975. $7.50 ($6.00). 

No. 18 Breeding Biology and Behavior of the Oldsquaw (Clangula byemalls L.), by Robert M. Alison. 1975. 
$3.50 ($2.50). 

No. 19. Bird Populations of Aspen Forests in •Vestern North America, by J. A. Douglas Flack. 1976. $7.50 ($6.00). 
No. 20. Sexual Size Dimorphism in Hawks and Owls of North America, by Noel F. R. Snyder and James W. 
Wiley. 1976. $7.00 ($6.00). 

No. 21. Social Organization and Behavior of the Acorn •Voodpecker in Central Coastal California, by Michael 
H. MacRoberts and Barbara R. MacRoberts. 1976. $7.50 ($6.00). 

No. 22. Maintenance Behavior and Communication in the Brown Pelican, by Ralph W. Schreiber. viii + 78 pp., 
38 text figures. 1977. Price $6.50 ($5.00). 

No. 23. Species Relationships in the Avlan Genus Aimophila, by Larry L. Wolf. viii + 220 pp., 17 text figures + 
10 plates, long-play phone disc album. 1977. Price $12.00 ($10.50). 

No. 24. Land Bird Communities of Grand Bahama Island: The Structure and Dynamics of an Avifauna, by 
John T. Emlen. xi + 129 pp., 38 text figures, appendix. 1977. Price $9.00 ($8.00). 

No. 25. Systematics oœ Smaller Asian Night Birds Based on Voice, by Joe T. Marshall. viii + 58 
pp., frontispiece, 15 plates, phone disc supplement, appendices I-III. 1978. Price $7.00 ($6.00). 

No. 26. Ecology and Behavior oœ the Prairie Warbier Dendroica discolor, by Val Nolan, Jr. xx + 
595 pp., color frontispiece, 42 text figures, 8 appendices. 1978. Price $29.50. 

No. 27. Ecology and Evolution of Lek Mating Behavior in the Long-tailed Hermit Hummingbird, 
by F. Gary Stiles and Larry L. Wolf. viii + 78 pp., 26 text figures. 1979. Price $8.50 ($7.50). 

No. 28. The Foraging Behavior oœ Mountain Bluebirds with Emphasis on Sexual Foraging Diœ- 
œerences, by Harry W. Power. x + 72 pp., color frontispiece, 12 text figures. 1980. Price $8.50 ($7.50). 

No. 29. The Molt oœ Scrub Jays and Blue Jays in F/or/da, by G. Thomas Bancroft and Glen E. 
Woolfenden. viii + 51 pp., 15 text figures. 1982. Price $8.00 ($6.50). 

No. 30. Avian Incubation: Egg Temperature, Nest Humidity, and Behavioral Thermoregulation 
in a Hot Environment, by Gilbert S. Grant. viii + 75 pp., 35 text figures. 1982. Price $9.00 ($7.00). 


